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ABSTRACT

In the usual Gauss-Markov (GM) framework of structural linear models,
the GM estimators of the regression parameters become inconsistent if at
least one of the regressors is correlated with the model error. The reason
for this is that the transformation matrix in the GM estimating equation,
which transforms the data to the parameter space (this happens to coincide
with the design matrix .X"), cannot be regarded as conditionally fixed. Us-
ing a generalization of the method of estimating function of Godambe and
Thompson (1989) to structural models, it is shown that an asymptotically
consistent and optimal (in a restricted sense) estimator can be obtained by
replacing the transfromation matrix X by EC(X), the linear regression of X
on a given set of conditioning variables; the optimality is restricted in that
it depends on the conditioning set. The matrix EC(X) can be viewed as a
working (because of restricted optimality) transformation matrix with the
desirable property of being uncorrelated with the model error but correlated
with X. Although finding an unrestricted optimal transformation matrix is
not generally feasible in practice, it is shown using the estimating function
framework that a lower bound to the asymptotic covariance can be found.
This bound is then used to propose a measure of asymptotic efficiency of
the estimator. It is observed that the concept of a working transforma-
tion matrix is equivalent to that obtained from the method of instrumental
variables. Through examples from different areas of modelling such as simul-
taneous equations, latent variables, and measurement errors, it is illustrated
that the structural model estimating function provides a unifying principle
which recovers existing results as well as leads to new results.
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1 INTRODUCTION

We consider a linear semiparametric model y = Xθ + e where e ~ (0,Γ),
Γ = σ\ I, X is a n x p matrix with rank p, and θ is a p-vector of fixed param-
eters. In general, Γ may be σ2Λ where A is assumed to be nonsingular and
known except for its possible dependence on θ. If some of the p-regressors,
z i , . . . ,£ p , are stochastic, then such a model is termed 'structural', while if
all the rr's are fixed, it is termed 'functional' as defined in Fuller (1987, p. 2).
For the case of functional linear models, it is known that when the covari-
ance Γ depends on 0, the Gauss-Markov (GM) approach, or more generally,
the least squares (LS) approach may fail in that the resulting estimate may
be inconsistent. However, the method of estimating function of Godambe
(1960) and Godambe and Thompson (1989, henceforth GT) does give an
optimal and consistent estimate; for a good review see Godambe and Kale
(1991). For the case of structural linear models also, the GM or the LS
approach may fail when at least one of the regressors is correlated with the
model error. Some examples are the cases of latent variable, simultaneous
equation, and measurement error models which are often used in economet-
rics. In these situations, the method of generalized instrumental variable
estimation (GIVE) is commonly used, see e.g., Harvey (1981, Ch. 2, p. 80).

In this paper, for structural models we first make a connection between
the concept of instrumental variables and that of conditioning variables used
in GT methodology, and then propose a generalization of the GT estimator
termed as the structural model estimating function (SMEF) estimator. The
SMEF estimator can be used when conditional expectations in GT are not
specified but can be approximated by a linear regression function. Differ-
ent specifications of the conditioning or instrumental variables give rise to
different SMEF estimators. For a given set of conditioning variables, it is
shown that SMEF and GIVE methodologies yield identical estimates and
thus optimality of GIVE estimators can be justified from the optimality of
estimating functions. The optimality of each GIVE estimator is restricted
in that it depends on the conditioning variables. It is also shown that a
GIVE method can be improved by including a variable that is identically
one to the set of instrumental variables. This improved version of GIVE
arises naturally within the SMEF framework. Apparently, the distinction
between instrumental variables with and without the inclusion of constant
(i.e., 1) has not been emphasized in the literature. Also, since the GIVE
estimators are optimal in a restricted sense, it will be useful to have a mea-
sure of the asymptotic efficiency of the GIVE estimator. Such a measure
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is proposed by finding a lower bound to the asymptotic covariance. The
lower bound, however, is generally not attainable because the corresponding
optimal instruments are not obtainable in practice.

The organization of the paper is as follows. Section 2 provides moti-
vation of the proposed method of SMEF for optimal instrumental variable
estimation. For this purpose both GM and GT estimators are first reviewed
from functional and structural model perspectives. The SMEF method is
presented in Section 3. Several illustrative examples are given in Section 4.
Finally, Section 5 contains concluding remarks.

2 MOTIVATION OF THE PROPOSED METHOD
WITH REVIEW

It will be helpful to review methods for functional linear models, i.e., models
with fixed regressors. We will first consider the GM theorem (which gives
BLUE-best linear unbiased estimator) and later the GT theorem which gen-
eralizes GM and gives the optimal method of estimating function. In parallel,
problems arising from structural models will be discussed for motivating the
proposed method.

2.1 Gauss-Markov Theorem

For the GM set-up, it is assumed that a -variables are fixed and Γ does not

depend on θ. According to the GM theorem, the optimal (BLUE) estimator

^BLUE * s obtained as a solution of the estimating equation

X'T-1{y-XΘ) = O, (2.1)

and is given by
1 1 1 y . (2.2)

The estimator # B L U E has the small sample optimality of BLUE. Also, under
standard regularity conditions, we have asn-> oo,

*BLUE -+* NP[Θ, (X'Γ-'X)-1]. (2.3)

Note that we have used somewhat loosely the above notation for the asymp-

totic distribution because the covariance matrix depends on n. Now observe

that the estimating equation (2.1) has four components:

(i) the n-vector of zero functions y — Xθ; a zero function is a function of

y or θ (or both) such that it is zero in expectation,

(ii) the n x n inverse covariance matrix Γ" 1, it gives differential weights
to zero functions depending on their precision,
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(iii) the p x n transformation matrix X1 which transforms the zero function
vector from the data space (of dim n) to the parameter space (of dim
p), and

(iv) the p-vector of zeros on the right hand side of the equation; the trans-
formed zero functions from the left hand side are set equal to zero
which is closest under the mean squared error norm.

It may be of interest to note that the solution of the estimating equation
(2.1) enjoys robustness (in the sense that the estimator remains unbiased
and consistent) when Γ represents a working covariance matrix. This occurs
in situations where the true covariance is difficult to specify or approximate.
This robustness property holds more generally as was observed by Liang and
Zeger (1986) in defining generalized estimating equations. If Σ denotes the
working covariance, we have a sandwich-type variance for the suboptimal
estimator, 0, as n —>> oo, and is given by

θ ->d Np[θ, Q-ιX'Έ-ιTΈ-ιXQ-ιl Q = ( X ' Σ " 1 X). (2.4)

In the above, there is quite a bit of flexibility in choosing the working co-
variance matrix (it can be stochastic, for example), the main requirement
being that the covariance term in the normal approximation (2.4) must be
Op(n~ι). Similarly, we will define the concept of a working transformation
matrix which will be useful in dealing with structural linear models in Sec-
tion 3. If a (working) transformation matrix F1 other than the optimal one
X1 is used, then the resulting suboptimal estimator Θ(F) is also robust with
a different sandwich-type variance expression. We have as n —> oo

Θ(F) ->d Np[θ, (F'T-ιX)-ι(F-ιT-ιF)(X'Γ-ιF)-1]. (2.5)

So far the covariates X were considered fixed, i.e. as a matrix of constants.
However, if X is random as in the case of structural models, then provided
that X is independent of 6, the GM theorem remains valid conditional on
X. Alternatively, if X is only uncorrelated with but not necessarily inde-
pendent of €, then the optimality of the GM-estimator becomes asymptotic,
see Section 3.3.

Now for structural models, X is often correlated with €, i.e., y - Xθ.
For example, in the case of distributed lag model, we have for 1 < t < T,

yt = x'tβ + αyt_i + eu (2.6)

where given {xt,yt-ι}, £t ~ (0,σ?) and uncorrelated over t. A typical exam-
ple from econometrics may define the variable yt as rate of consumption and
Xt as disposable income at time t. Here GM fails because the set of vari-
ables {yt-ι ' 1 < t < T} which are part of covariates are not independent
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of model errors {et : 1 < t < T}. Using the concept of estimating equation,
Durbin (1960) showed that the least squares method for the model (2.6)
does provide consistent estimates using the fact that for each time £, the
elementary estimating equation is unbiased because βt is uncorrelated with
the covariates xt and yt-i However, Durbin did not establish optimality of
the least squares estimate, although he did define an optimality criterion of
the estimating equation and showed that the score equation for parametric
models does satisfy the optimality criterion. Interestingly enough, around
the same time, Godambe (1960) established a stronger optimality property
of the score function. Further developments on Godambe's optimal estimat-
ing functions led to a general result of GT (1989) from which optimality of
the least squares estimate for the distributed lag model easily follows.

2.2 Godambe-Thompson Theorem

For functional linear models, the GT theorem is more general than GM in
that variance is allowed to depend on the mean parameters. For structural
linear models, the GT theorem generalizes the GM theorem by allowing
hierarchical conditioning with respect to a set of variables related to the
random covariates. Consider, for example, the case of the distributed lag
model (2.6). The conditioning variables are defined in a hierarchical manner
for the vector of zero functions {gt := yt — x[β — αyt-i, 1 < * < T} by the
increasing sequence of conditioning sets At = {xt',yt'-ι, 1 < t1 < t] U A$ for
1 < t < T, where Ao denotes the initial conditioning set, i.e., all those x's
which are independent of error. Here the corresponding σ-fields define the
conditional expectation operator to be denoted as Ec(-). For t > 1, define
Et( ) as E(-\At-ι). Then for the random variable involving ί, we define Ec

as Et. Now, for a prespecified Ec( ), the zero functions gt are required to be
conditional zero functions, i.e., Ec(gt) = 0; this holds for the above example.
We need the conditional covariance of the T-vector g which for our example is
easily seen to be the diagonal matrix σ\ I using the hierarchical conditioning
argument, and also need the conditional transformation matrix —Ec(dg/dθf)
for θ = (/3',α)', which is simply (si,. . . ,zτ) where zt = (xf

t,yt-i)' Now,
the GT optimal estimating function has the same form as that of GM (see
(2.1)) except that covariance and transformation matrices are replaced by
the corresponding conditional ones. It is easily seen that for the model (2.6),
this leads to the LS estimating equation.

To define the GT-optimality criterion with respect to a given Ec( ), con-
sider in general K subsets A\ C ... C AK of the conditioning variables cor-
responding to the K subsets of the conditional zero function vector g{y,θ)
of dimension n. Now denoting by G'c, the conditional transformation matrix
of gradients, —Ec(dg/dθ')', and Γc, the conditional covariance of g which
will be block diagonal with K blocks, the optimal estimating function of GT
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for estimating θ is given by

G'cT:ιg(y,θ)=0. (2.7)

It is assumed that Gc has full rank and a unique solution θy^p exists
where MEF denotes the method of estimating function. Clearly, the resulting
estimator depends on Ec, i.e., the conditioning variables. Note that in the
particular case of Ak = Ax, 1 < k < K, i.e., when the conditioning variables
are common for all #'s, 1 < i < n (which implies that Ec = E2), there
are two special cases which give rise to GM: firstly when all covariates are
constants, i.e., A\ corresponds to the trivial conditioning variable for the
sure event, and secondly when all covariates are conditioned, i.e., A\ = X.

Now, consider the class of estimating functions F ' Γ " 1 ^ defined by trans-
formation matrices F such that F'T~ιGc is nonsingular. This is a linear
class of unbiased estimating functions except that coefficients of the linear
combination are allowed to depend on the parameter θ and the conditioning
variables. Then, the GT-theorem states that the optimal F is given by Gc

in the sense that it "minimizes" the following expression

V(F) := [E^T^G^E^F'Γ^F^E^G^F)}-1 (2.8)

with respect to the partial order of nonnegative definite matrices. The above

criterion is referred to as the small sample optimality criterion of estimating

functions. A simple proof of the GT theorem is as follows. First observe

that it is enough to show that

E^F'Γ^F] - E^F'T^G^E^G'^G^E^G'^F) > 0, (2.9)

i.e., nonnegative definite. The above requirement follows easily from the ma-

trix version of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, namely, Σ n — Σ ^ Σ ^ Σ ^ i > 0

for a partitioned covariance matrix Σ with diagonal elements Σ n , Σ22 and

off-diagonals as Σ12 and Σ21. In our case, Σ corresponds to the covariance

of [(FT"1*)', (G'cTςιg)Ύ.
The expression (2.8) is the asymptotic covariance of the estimator 0(F),

see equation (2.12) below and compare it with the sandwich-type finite
sample covariance of Θ(F) in (2.5) when a working transformation ma-
trix is used for GM. For scalar 0, the optimality criterion V{F) reduces
to Eι[Ec(g*)2]l[EιEc{dg*Idθ))2 where g* = F'T~ιg. Except for the condi-
tioning variables, this is same as the original criterion of Godambe (1960).
For the multiparameter optimality criterion considered here, see also the im-
portant contributions of Durbin (1960), Kale (1962), and Bhapkar (1972).

An illuminating interpretation of the large sample optimality of the es-
timating function G'cT~l9 comes from the projection approach of McLeish
(1984), see also McLeish and Small (1988). If a complete parametric model is
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postulated, then the corresponding score vector φθ(y,θ) leads to asymptot-
ically optimal maximum likelihood estimates. The optimal EF turns out to
be closest to φθ in the conditionally linear class (in that the coefficients may
depend on the conditioning variables used in Ec) generated from g under
the covariance norm, because the orthogonal projection of φθ on g is

Ec{φθg')T-χg = -Ec(dg'/M)T?g, (2.10)

using the fact that 0 = d(Ecg)/dθ' = Ec(dg/dθ') + Ec(gφ'θ). The asymp-

totic optimality of the estimator #MEF follows from the approximate rep-

resentation (see Godambe and Heyde, 1987),

F T-ιg{y,θ) = [E^F'T^GMΘ - θ) + op(l), (2.11)

which implies that
θ(F)-θ^dNp[0,V(F)]. (2.12)

Note that a consistent estimate of V(F) can be obtained from the expression
(2.8) by dropping the E\ operator and substituting consistent estimates for θ
if necessary. The small sample optimality of estimating function follows from
the corresponding property of the score function ψQ (see Godambe, 1960)
which seems natural in view of the projection argument. The only difference
is that the general class of functions used in defining optimality of the score
function is reduced to a linear class, within which the criterion V(F) is
minimized. Now, the small sample optimality of the estimator # M E F

 ι s

unknown in general. However, if we assume that Gc = —Ec(dg/dθ') is equal
to —(dg/dθ1), i.e., without the expectation operator, then the representation
(2.11) becomes exact for linear models, which in turn, implies that 0]vtEF
has optimality similar to but stronger than BLUE. The reason is that unlike
BLUE, the linear class for MEF is larger because it allows for coefficients
of the linear combination to depend on θ as well as on the conditioning
variables; see Godambe (1994) and Singh (1995) for similar results in the
context of estimation for linear models with random effects.

2.3 Relation Between Conditioning and Instrumental Vari-
ables

Consider the methodology of GIVE for estimating ^-parameters of the struc-

tural model, y — XΘ = e ~ (0, Γ). For simplicity, assume Γ does not depend

on ί. It is further assumed that for q > p, the n x q matrix of instrumen-

tal variables, W (say), is well correlated with the n x p matrix of model

covariates X but uncorrelated with the model error e. The n x p optimal

instrument matrix W* obtained from W is given by the linear regression

of the p~vector x on the q-vector w. Note that the number of instruments
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is the same as the number of x-variables, i.e., p, but the number of instru-
mental variables is qr, which is at least as large as p. It is further assumed
that x— and lu-variables are such that plim(X'T~1W^/n) is nonsingular.
Now, the conditioning variables used in MEF can serve as tϋ-variables, and
Gc = —Ec(dg/dθ') = EC(X) as w-specific optimal instruments. Here only
one conditioning set A\ is involved so that Ec = E2. However, under a given
semi-parametric modelling, the information may not be sufficient to compute
the actual conditional expectation EC(X) for finding w-specific optimal in-
struments. Instead, an approximation given by the linear regression function
(EC(X), say) may be used as the instrument matrix. With this approxima-
tion, MEF and the method of instrumental variables will be equivalent if the
instrumental variables coincide with the conditioning variables.

In the next section, we present a generalization of the GT theorem to ad-
dress the question of optimality when EC(X) is used in estimation for struc-
tural model parameters; the resulting estimates are termed SMEF estimates.
We also consider the problem of finding asymptotic efficiency of a w-specific
SMEF estimator. To this end, a lower bound for the asymptotic covariance is
derived. The corresponding matrix of optimal instruments (EC*(X), say) is
unfortunately not obtainable in practice. Thus, EC*(X) can be interpreted
as the conceptual optimal (in the unrestricted sense) transformation ma-
trix while EC(X), corresponding to specified instrumental variables, as the
working (because of restricted optimality) transformation matrix. In the fol-
lowing, it will be assumed for simplicity that there is only one conditioning
set, i.e., Ak = A\, 1 < k < K in the GT framework.

3 PROPOSED METHOD OF STRUCTURAL
MODEL ESTIMATING FUNCTION

We propose two SMEF estimators 0gMEF a n c ^ ^SMEF corresponding to
two choices of conditioning or instrumental variables w: (1) the w-variables
are prespecified but do not contain the constant 1; w in this case will be
denoted by W(i), and (2) the w-variables are prespecified and contain the
constant 1. In each case, we establish optimality of the SMEF estimator
in a suitable class in a manner analogous to that of the MEF estimator of
GT. Next the quesiton of the asymptotic efficiency of the SMEF estimator
is considered in Section 3.3.

3.1 The Estimator #SMEF

This case gives rise to commonly used instruments. Here the linear regres-
sion function EC(X) passes through the origin, because the constant 1 is not
one of the w-variables. It turns out that the optimality of the estimator us-
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ing EC(X) as instruments derived from estimating functions is equivalent to
the well known property of w-specific optimal instruments in GIVE method-
ology. To see this, let us first define the operator Ec on the random variable
/(y, θ) with respect to a set of q variables w^(q > p) as

Ec(f) = w^E^w^w'^^Eiiw^f) := u>'(1)/3, (3.1)

where β is the q-vector of regression coefficients of / on W(i). Note that

since the regression function EcU) is through the origin, the w-variables are

not centered. The operator Coυc(f) is defined as Cov\(f — J5C(/)), and is

given by

CΪocU) = E1(f)-E1[f(Ec(f))},

= E1(f2)-Eι(fw[1))[(E1(w{ι)w{ί))]-1E1(w{1)f). (3.2)

With this definition of Ec and Covc, we have for the semiparametric struc-
tural linear model, g = y - Xθ ~ (0, Γ), Γ = σ 2 J,

Ee(g) = 0, Γc = CΪvc(g) = Γ, (3.3)

because by definition, g is uncorrelated with the conditioning variables, w.
We now have the following generalization of the GT theorem. Let Gc =

EC(X) be defined elementwise by (3.1). Thus Gc is W^B where W^ is
the n x q matrix of observations on the q- vector W(i), and B is the g x g
matrix of regression coefficients [Eι(w^w'^)]~ιEι(w^ι)Xr) where x is the
p-vector of x-variables. Since B is unknown in general, a consistent estimate
can be substituted to approximate Gc as

W{1> : = W ( i ) B = W(i)(W { 1 )W(i ))- 1Wj 1 )X. (3.4)

Therefore W(i)* is the (orthogonal) projection of X on the column space of

W(!). Note that for general Γ, i.e., for Γ = σ2Λ, W(i)* will be defined as

WΓ(i)(^(i)Γ"1W r(i))"1W r(i)Γ~1X to ensure invariance of W^ to trans-

formations of y — Xθ, and to achieve optimal instruments (see below). Now

in the linear class of estimating functions defined b y n x p transformation

matrices F (which may depend on the parameters θ and are in the column

space of W^) such that F'T~ιGc is nonsingular, the optimal F is given

by Gc in the sense that

V{F) := [Ei(F'Γ- 1 G c )]- 1 [E 1 (F'Γ- 1 F)][£;i(G c Γ- 1 F)]- 1 (3.5)

is minimized. The term minimization is defined as in the case of the GT

criterion (2.8). the estimator ^gMEF *s obtained by solving (when Gc is

replaced by its estimate W^)

ι ) = 0. (3.6)
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We have, for large samples,

*SMEF "*-•<* Np[0, (W'^T-1 W(1>)-1]. (3.7)

In fact the estimated asymptotic covariance matrix takes the sandwich form

(W ( 1 ) ,Γ- 1 X)- 1 (W ( 1 ) ,Γ- 1 W ( 1 ) , )(X'Γ- 1 W ( 1 ) , )- 1 (compare with (2.5)),

which can be simplified by noting that W/1\ί |cΓ"1X is the same as

W'/1v|(Γ~1W(i)1|t using the properties of the projection form (3.4). The esti-

mator #SMEF ι s asymptotically optimal in the sense that it minimizes the

asymptotic covariance V(F). This optimality is restricted in that the class

of transformation matrices F is allowed to depend only on W(χ). The (esti-

mated) asymptotic covariance further simplifies to [ ( X / Γ ~ 1 W Γ ( 1 ) ) ( W / 1 Λ Γ ~ 1

W ( I ) ) ~ 1 ( W / 1 Λ Γ ~ 1 X ) ] ~ 1 which can be seen to coincide with the known re-

sult for optimal instruments under GIVE methodology (Harvey, 1981, p.

80).

3.2 The Estimator 0SMEF

In this case the linear regression EC(X) is allowed to have the intercept

term, and thus is more general than EC(X) of Section 3.1. In fact, EC(X)

now corresponds to the commonly used definition of linear regression in

which the regressors (w-variables in the present case) are centred. For a

random variable /(y, 0), Ec is defined with respect to conditioning variables

w = (l,w' ( 1 ))' as

Ec{ί) =
= Ex{f) + E^fw'KE^ww')]-1^ - Ex{w)]

-1*!* (3.8)

where Covι{f,ww), for example, is Eλ[{f -Eι(f)){{w{1) -Eι{ww))']. The

operator Covc(f) is defined as before by Cov\(f - Ec(f)) except that Ec(f)

is different in this case.

Analogous to ^SMEF' ^ e optimal SMEF estimator 0gMEF c a n be de-

fined from (3.4) with W* instead of W(i)* and its asymptotic covariance

will be (W^T'1 W*)" 1 . Note that it will have stronger optimality property

because of a larger linear class of estimating functions due to introduction

of the unit vector in W. Thus, this SMEF estimator will be superior to the

usual GIVE estimator unless the constant 1 is already used as one of the

instrumental variables. However, its optimality is still restricted because the

class of transformation matrices is allowed to depend only on W.
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3.3 Asymptotic Efficiency of the SMEF Estimator

Using the framework of estimating functions, we consider the question of
defining an optimal choice of conditioning variables such that they are cor-
related with the covariates X but uncorrelated with y — Xθ, and that they
give rise to minimum asymptotic covariance in the class of all SMEF esti-
mators. To this end, let 0° denote the true unknown value of 0 and define
-X"* as the residual of X after regressing on y — Xθ°, i.e., for j = 1 to p, the
jth column XQJ* of X* is (the n-vector XCJ denotes the jth column of X)

Xφ = xcj - Cσυι(xCj,v- XΘ°)T-ι{y - Xθ). (3.9)

Note that if XCJ is uncorrelated with y — Xθ°, the corresponding XCJ* will
coincide with it. For given 0°, the regression coefficients in (3.9) can be
estimated consistently as follows. Since Γ = σ | J , it may be reasonable
to assume that Cov\(xcj,y — Xθ°)/σ^ is also of the form jj(θ°)I where
Ίjiβ) = Cov\(xij,yi — x\θ)jσl for all % = 1 to n. Now 7j(0°) can be
estimated consistently as a function of 0° by using

Ί3ψϋ) = x'j{y-XΘQ)lnσl (3.10)

In an analogous manner σ\ (if unknown) can be consistently estimated as

a function of θ°. Note that for general Γ, jj{θ°) should be modified to

x/jT~1(y — Xθ°)/n. Thus for a given 0°, X* can be computed. However,

since 0° is unknown, it is not computable in practice.

Now, treating X* as conditioning variables, it easily follows that the

optimal transformation matrix EC*(X) is X*. We will now show that the

asymptotic covariance corresponding to -X"* provides a lower bound for the

asymptotic covariance of an SMEF estimator. To see this, note that for any

given set of conditioning variables tu, Covι(w,y — x'θ) — 0 by definition,

and therefore, Eι(xw') = Eι(x*wr) where x* is the p-vector of £*-variables.

This implies using the definition Ec(x) = B'w (see 3.4) that

* - Ec(x))(x* - Ec{x))'}. (3.11)

In terms of the corresponding consistent estimates, we have

X'*X* = W'*W* + (X* - W.)'(X* - W*) (3.12)

Incidentally, the above decomposition also follows easily by noting that W*

is the (orthogonal) projection of X* on W under the Euclidean norm. Now

for general Γ, (3.12) takes the form

X Γ- 1 *, = w'*τιw* + (x* - w*yτ-ι(x* - w.). (3.13)
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It follows from (3.13) that ( W j Γ " 1 ^ ) " 1 - ( X ' J 1 - 1 * * ) " 1 i s nonnegative
definite for any choice of w-variables and therefore X* provides optimal in-
struments. Although X* is not computable in practice as it depends on
θ , a consistent estimate of the corresponding minimum asymptotic covari-
ance can nevertheless be obtained by replacing θ° in (X+Γ'1 X+)-1 by a
consistent estimate given by an SMEF estimator. Note that the matrix
W* plays the role of a working transformation matrix. To see this ob-
serve that the covariance matrix {W^VιW ^)~ι is asymptotically equiva-
lent to (W'^XJ-^W'^WJiX'+Γ^W*)-1 in view of the comments
given below (3.7) and the fact that W^T~ιX is asymptotically equivalent
to W'*T-ιX*.

We thus propose the following measure of asymptotic efficiency of an
SMEF estimator

asy.eίf(βS M E F) = KX Γ ^ X , ) " 1 ! * K ^ Γ " 1 ^ ) - 1 ! " 1 . (3.14)

Alternatively, in the above definition of efficiency, trace can be used instead
of the determinant operator.

4 EXAMPLES OF SMEF ESTIMATORS

4.1 Latent Variable Models

Consider a linear model y — Xθ + va + <5, δ ~ (0,Γ^), with Γ = σ | l ,
υ ~ (O,σ^J) and δ uncorrelated with v. Here v corresponds to a latent
covariate and is therefore unobserved. A typical example may define y as
production of a company, x as size and υ as management motivation. If we
treat va + δ as the model error e with mean 0 and covariance Γ, where
Γ = σ\l, σ\ — a2σ% + σ|, then X and e will be correlated in general due
to the presence of the covariate υ in e. Such problems are often addressed
in longitudinal surveys where data can be obtained for a second occasion.
Assuming that the parameters 0, α, and the latent variables υ do not change
over the two occasions, then from the model

Vi - V2 = (Xi - χ2)θ + (Ji - * 2 ) , (4.1)

where the subscript 1, for example, denotes the first occasion, one can esti-
mate θ by GM provided Xχ-X2 has full rank. (Note that if the model has
an intercept term, then X\— X2 will have a column of zeros which should
be dropped. In other words, the intercept can't be estimated from the model
(4.1)). Alternatively, we can treat X\ - X2 as instrumental variables be-
cause they are uncorrelated with βi = j/χ — X\θ and €2 = 2/2 ~ -^20? while
they are correlated with X = (X^-X^)'. Thus, from Section 3.1, we can
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find 0gMEp ^ a solution of

(Xι - X2)*Γ~1(y - Xθ) = 0, (4.2)

where y - Xθ = [(yι - X\θ)', (y2 - X20)T> Γ has σ\I on the diagonal and
a2σ%I on the offdiagonal, and [X\ - X 2)* is similar to (3.3) except that
W(i) is replaced by Xi - X 2 Again it is assumed that X\ - X2 has full
rank. If the model has an intercept term, then all the linear functions of θ
are not estimable. Note that in practice it may be difficult to estimate Γ and
therefore a working covariance may be used to obtain suboptimal estimates.
Alternatively, using the suboptimal estimates as initial consistent estimates,
we can estimate Γ as in Zellner's feasible GLS approach and then obtain
optimal estimates in a second step.

The above estimator 0QMEF c a n ̂ e e a s ^y improved by adding a columnF
of ones in X\ — X2 to obtain ^SMEF* Moreover, the second estimator has
an additional advantage in that it allows for estimation of the intercept
term if it is present in the model. Also the asymptotic efficiencies of SMEF
estimators can be computed as given by (3.14).

4.2 Simultaneous Equation Models

Consider a system of two equations

2/(1) = -^(ΐ)β(i) + 2/(2)α(i) + €(i) : = -̂ "(1)0(1) + €(i)

V(2) ^ X(2)β(2) + ί/(l)α(2) + c(2) : = -^(2)^(2) + €(2) (4-3)

where€(1) - (0,Γ ( 1 )),e ( 2) - (0,Γ(2)),Xj) = (X(i),y(2)),0(i) = (β[ι
and so on.

A typical example may define y^ as consumption expenditure, y 2̂) as
income and x's as other explanatory variables. Since the regressors and
model error are obviously correlated, we can't use GM. A commonly used
solution is two stage least squares in which W = (X(ι),X(2)) is used as a
common set of instrumental variables for each equation. Thus for (4.3a), in
stage /, 2/(2) is obtained by regressing the j/(2)-variable on w-variables, and
in stage II, parameter estimates are obtained as

where W(i)+ denotes the optimal instruments obtained by regressing X ^

on W, i.e., W(i)+ is (X(i),ί/(2)) It i s easily seen that the SMEF estimator

^SMEF w ^ ^ ̂  a s conditioning variables will be identical to the above
estimate. Moreover, it can be improved by adding the unit vector in W and
its asymptotic efficiency can be calculated as discussed earlier.
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We remark that all parameters of the two equations can be estimated
simultaneously but it requires estimation of covariance between e^ and €(2).
For this reason, the method of three stage least squares is commonly used.
Using SMEF, alternative estimators can be developed as in the case of two
stage least squares.

4.3 Models with Measurement Error

Consider the model y = Zθ + δ, δ ~ (0, Γ$), Γ^ = σf J, where Z is subject
to measurement error. Thus the observed Z is X, where X = Z + [/, U is
the measurement error which is assumed to be uncorrelated with the model
error δ. For the jth column UCJ of I/, it is assumed that UQJ ~ (0,σ^J)
and uncorrelated over j , 1 < j < p. A typical example may define y as corn
yield and Z as nitrogen content in the soil as considered by Fuller (1987, p.
2). Now rewriting the model as y = Xθ + e where e = (δ — Uθ), we have
a structural linear model with X correlated with e. The covariance Γ of e
will depend on unknown parameters σf and θ and has the form Γ = σ\l
where σ\ = σ\ + Έjσ^jθj. Often an instrumental variable is obtained by
taking a second independent observation on Z, see e.g. Fuller (1987, p. 52).
Denoting the first and second observations on Z as X\ and X2, θ can be
estimated from

X'2T-\y-Xιθ) = 0. (4.5)

Similarly, using X\ as the instrumental variable, another estimate can be
obtained, and then a final estimate can be obtained by combining the two.

Above estimates can be alternatively obtained as ̂ SMEF' a n c * c a n ^ e further
-(2)

improved by using #SMEF

5 CONCLUDING REMARKS

For structural linear models, two alternative SMEF estimators using instru-
mental variables were considered based on a generalization of the GT theory
of estimating functions. The first SMEF estimator uses the available instru-
mental variables but does not include constant as an instrumental variable.
The second SMEF estimator includes constant as an instrumental variable
and was shown to be more efficient than the first SMEF estimator. These
estimators correspond to the commonly used estimators based on GIVE
methodology. However, the advantage of using constant as an instrumen-
tal variable does not seem to have been emphasized in the literature on
GIVE methodology. Using the theory of estimating functions, a measure of
asymptotic efficiency was proposed by finding a lower bound to asymptotic
covariance of all GIVE estimators. Such a measure is expected to be useful in
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practice as optimality of each GIVE is restricted to its own class. Through
several examples drawn mostly from econometrics, it was shown that the
SMEF methodology provides a useful generalization of the GM methodol-
ogy as well as an important unified statistical technique for dealing with
linear models with stochastic regressors.
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